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Summary
Interstitial lung diseases (ILDs) in adults and children (chILD) are a heterogeneous group of lung disorders leading to
inflammation, abnormal tissue repair and scarring of the lung parenchyma often resulting in respiratory failure and
death. Inherited factors directly cause, or contribute significantly to the risk of developing ILD, so called familial
pulmonary fibrosis (FPF), and monogenic forms may have a poor prognosis and respond poorly to current treat-
ments. Specific, variant-targeted or precision treatments are lacking. Clinical trials of repurposed drugs, anti-fibrotic
medications and specific treatments are emerging but for many patients no interventions exist. We convened an
expert working group to develop an overarching framework to address the existing research gaps in basic, trans-
lational, and clinical research and identified areas for future development of preclinical models, candidate medica-
tions and innovative clinical trials. In this Position Paper, we summarise working group discussions,
recommendations, and unresolved questions concerning precision treatments for FPF.

Copyright © 2024 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Introduction
Although several review articles and opinion pieces have
been published on finding future treatments and cures
for ILD, in particular for idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis
(IPF), these do not specifically address FPF. Early clin-
ical studies of novel and repurposed medications have
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been completed or are underway NCT04638517,
NCT03710356.1,2 Data from emerging preclinical dis-
ease models suggests that we can recapitulate disease
processes in monogenic FPF allowing us to further
explore disease pathogenesis and test existing and
emerging drug therapies. However, there are many gaps
in our knowledge. Overall, a framework or roadmap is
needed to address these gaps and to describe the steps
which are needed to find and test new precision treat-
ments. A working group of adult and children’s ILD
1
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Key Messages

• Genetic factors may cause or contribute significantly to the risk of developing ILD
in children and adults, now described as familial pulmonary fibrosis (FPF).

• Patients with a monogenic cause of ILD may have a worse prognosis than
sporadic ILD and respond poorly to current treatments.

• Robust preclinical models of FPF are lacking as there is limited access to tissue
that faithfully recapitulates normal and abnormal human lung creating a major
hurdle to developing new therapies.

• A growing literature suggests epithelial dysfunction as an initiating event in ILD.
• Lung cells derived from patient pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) are an emerging
system to model FPF in vitro.

• Large registries and biobanks of well-phenotyped patients with FPF are central to
facilitate the molecular and cellular origins of disease and to identify new treat-
ments and cure.

• Prospective clinical trials of precision therapeutics such as telomere specific
treatments for patients with telomere related gene (TRG) associated ILD are
ongoing and early clinical trials of non-specific and anti-fibrotic medications for
patients with surfactant related gene (SRG) associated ILD have been attempted.

• More specific treatments such as gene therapies and tailored gene delivery
methods are needed for FPF.

• Adaptive platform trials such as the proposed REMAP-ILD could facilitate efficient
simultaneous or sequential testing of multiple candidate therapies in subgroups
of patients with specific mutations. This type of platform could create a drug
discovery and testing pipeline for FPF drawing from repurposed or novel drugs.

• Identification and testing of new effective treatments and cure for FPF could be
accelerated by collaboration with key stakeholders, including patients, patient
advocacy and professional representative groups, regulatory agencies, academia,
industry, and the broader medical community.
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physicians, scientists, patients, legal and disease registry
experts, and biobank experts was convened at the COST
funded Open-ILD Training School in Dublin.

An expert consensus was developed at the meeting
and in subsequent discussions during the writing of this
Position Paper regarding the key questions relating to
developing precision treatments for FPF. These ques-
tions included: what is the role of patient representatives
and physician bodies, how can we generate and validate
new preclinical models, what is the role of disease reg-
istries and biobanks, and what are the legal and ethical
considerations in sharing patient samples. Issues also
discussed were: new candidate experimental therapies
and modes of delivery to the lung, a description of the
existing clinical studies in FPF, and future international
adaptive platform clinical trials. The aim of this paper is
to provide an overview of evidence relating to these
central issues, to provide an outline of current practice,
and to highlight priority areas for research.
Development of recommendations
The expert group first convened in Dublin, Ireland, in
May 2022 for the COST Open-ILD Training School and
conference. The overall theme of this meeting was to
identify a pathway to discover and test new treatments
for FPF with the intention of finding areas of consensus
as well as areas in which there are knowledge gaps and
insufficient evidence to draw clear conclusions. The
conference started with an introductory lecture focusing
on existing preclinical models of FPF and future models
that are in development prepared in advance of the
meeting and presented by K.H. with a subsequent
question-and-answer session. There then followed a
series of lectures and a larger, wide-ranging group dis-
cussion between all named authors, in which aspects of
diagnosis, treatment and management of FPF were
further discussed and published data were scrutinised.
Priority areas were identified for discussion with a view
to reaching consensus at the meeting. These included
involvement of patients in research (D.C.), improving
preclinical models using patient-specific induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) (K.D.A.), improvement in
the diagnosis and treatment of FPF in children (N.N.)
and adults (R.B.), integrating patient registries in pre-
clinical research (M.G. and M.K.), novel delivery
methods for lung gene therapy (D.G.) and adaptive
platform trials in ILD and FPF (G.J.). The views dis-
cussed at the meeting were further developed, including
an update of the literature, as the manuscript was
written and revised. This Position Paper represents a
distillation of the views of the COST Open-ILD working
group (Panel 1).
What is familial pulmonary fibrosis?
In adults, ILD is a group of often fatal lung diseases
caused by inflammation and fibrosis of the lung pa-
renchyma. In its most severe form it can lead to respi-
ratory failure and death often within three years of
diagnosis.3 Genetic factors may cause or contribute
significantly to the risk of developing ILD in adults.
Indications for genetic screening were recently dis-
cussed in detail in both the recent European Respiratory
Society (ERS) Statement on FPF and in the Pulmonary
Fibrosis Foundation Perspective on Genetic Testing and
are outlined in Panel 2.4,5 Patients with monogenic
forms of ILD may have a worse prognosis than sporadic
ILD, respond poorly to current treatments and some
individuals may have serious adverse reactions to
immunosuppression after transplantation.6–8 Whilst
there are currently no evidence-based recommendations
for specific treatments for FPF, current treatment
practices are detailed in the ERS statement on FPF.4

These treatments are similar to those for patients with
progressive pulmonary fibrosis, and are detailed in
Panel 2. However, approved antifibrotic medications do
have significant side effects and hepatic toxicity which
often lead to discontinuation by the patient.9,10

Interstitial lung disease in children (chILD) is a
heterogeneous collection of more than 200 rare and
severe lung disorders affecting the distal parenchyma,
often caused by monogenic mutations and can lead to
www.thelancet.com Vol 104 June, 2024
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Panel 1: Summary statements developed by workshop participants: rationale for precision treatments in familial pulmonary fibrosis.

• FPF is difficult to diagnose; genetic screening of patients and family members for causative gene mutations is complex requiring experts in the fields of
clinical genetics, bioinformatics and respiratory medicine.

• Heterogeneity in disease onset and severity is a recognised feature of FPF and may be explained by incomplete genetic penetrance or other patient
factors such as environmental exposures. This heterogeneity can influence response to therapy, yet remains poorly understood, therefore a better
understanding of this phenomenon is essential so we can identify new treatments and minimise side effects and harm.

• Many current treatments lack an evidence base and include repurposed medications, anti-fibrotic and novel gene mutation specific treatments. In
addition, mortality from FPF is high and a better understanding of the pathways that are involved in disease pathogenesis is required.

Review
death at birth or within the first years of life. ChILD can
be self-limiting and is also associated with rare genetic
causes of autoinflammatory disorders. While new anti-
fibrotic medications offer hope of slowing disease pro-
gression in adults,11,12 no proven effective treatments are
available for children, and lung transplant is the only
effective treatment. ChILD and adult FPF may have very
different pathogenesis, prognosis, and treatment.
However, in this position paper for the purposes of
identifying a unified approach to research we discuss
the similar genetic variants that cause disease, similar-
ities in preclinical models that are needed, and common
methods to collect data from adults and children with
ILD in international cohorts. We also recognise that
patients with chILD now survive into adulthood and
benefit from personalised management strategies in
expert centres.

Across the world diverse and rare mutations may
cause FPF. In adults, loss-of-function telomere related
gene (TRG) mutations are currently the most frequent
identifiable monogenic cause (35–45%) and associated
with 5–10% of all ILD (Fig. 1).4,13 Surfactant related
gene (SRG) mutations have been shown to be the
Panel 2: Current diagnostic and treatment practices in familial

Current indications for genetic analysis

• Any paediatric patient with unexplained ILD.4,5

• Any patient with fibrotic ILD and one or more first or second-d
• Any patient with a relative carrying a pathogenic/likely pathoge
• Any patient with suspected short telomere syndrome*4

• Any patient with short telomere length, where telomere length
• Any patient with an idiopathic fibrosing ILD before the age of
• Genetic test results should be communicated with the patient
*Short telomere syndrome includes pulmonary fibrosis, haematolo
4 European Respiratory Society Statement on Familial Pulmonary
5 Pulmonary Fibrosis Foundation Perspective on the Role of Gene

Current treatment practice in FPF

• Patients should receive anti-fibrotic treatment as with all patien
• Consideration of lung transplantation where deemed appropria
• In cases of short telomere syndrome, post-transplant immunosu
significant side effects.

• In FPF in childhood or chILD, treatment is based on expert opi
• Antifibrotic therapy with nintedanib has been shown to be saf

www.thelancet.com Vol 104 June, 2024
second most common identifiable cause of FPF in
adults (5%),14 and the most common cause in children
(20%).15 Patients present with heterogeneous pheno-
types ranging from severe and fatal neonatal respira-
tory distress (surfactant protein (SP)-B and the
intracellular transporter ABCA3) to chILD (SP-C,
ABCA3) or adult forms of FPF (SP-C, ABCA3) with or
without adenocarcinoma of the lung (SP-A1, SP-A2)
(Fig. 1)16–19 This Position Paper will not specifically
detail the genetic causes of ILD that have notably been
the subject of a recent ERS statement,4 but rather
highlight and discuss what could be the future direc-
tion of in vitro studies and clinical trials for patients
and their relatives. However, it is important to high-
light that the rarity of individual variants contributes to
challenges in diagnosis and the assistance of an expert
genetic multidisciplinary team discussion can aid in an
accurate diagnosis.20 The rarity of certain variants can
also lead to a lack of basic mechanistic studies and
randomised controlled trial data on effectiveness of
treatments. Consequently, management strategies
derived from other diseases are based on physicians’
experience and remain controversial.
pulmonary fibrosis.

egree family members with fibrotic ILD.4,5

nic ILD variant.4,5

is performed before genetic testing.5

50.4

with the help of a clinical geneticist or genetic counsellor.4,5

gical and hepatic diseases.
Fibrosis.
tic Testing in Pulmonary Fibrosis.

ts with progressive disease.
te.
ppressive regimen should be carefully monitored and adjusted due to increased risk of

nion and children should be offered therapeutic trials when available.
e and well tolerated in chILD.
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Fig. 1: Gene mutations and disease pathways found in familial pulmonary fibrosis (FPF): (A) Surfactant is a mixture of phospholipids and
proteins produced by type 2 alveolar epithelial (AT2) cells, which prevents alveolar collapse at the end of expiration. The lipidic transporter ATP-
binding cassette family A member 3 (ABCA3) is involved in the transport and storage of surfactant proteins (SP) into lamellar bodies. Secreted
SP and phospholipids form the surfactant film at the air-liquid interface of the alveolar space. To date, in chILD, mutations have been described
in genes encoding SP-C (SFTPC), ABCA3 (ABCA3), TTF1 (NKX2-1), SP-B (SFTPB), and in adult FPF, in genes encoding SP-A (SFTPA1 and SFTPA2),
SP-C, ABCA3 and TTF1. (B) Telomeres are nucleoprotein structures at the ends of linear chromosomes which protect genomic DNA. The
activation of telomerase, composed of TERT and its RNA component TERC, prevents the attrition of chromosome ends during cell replication.
Besides the telomerase complex, telomere homeostasis also requires the shelterin complex. In patients with FPF, mutations in the genes
encoding telomere components, the most frequently identified being in TERT, TERC, PARN and RTEL1, result in alterations in telomere ho-
meostasis and shortened telomeres in cells, such as AT2 cells.
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How can patients help to find precision
treatments for FPF?
Patients, their families and their representative orga-
nisations already have established roles within the
research and regulatory environment of ILD. Indeed,
patients have contributed greatly to the generation of
milestone documents such as Joint ERS/ATS/JRS/
ALAT publications which includes the 2018 guidelines
& 2022 update on Diagnosis and Treatments of IPF.21,22

Of particularly relevance to this Position Statement,
patients were centrally involved in the drafting of the
recently published ERS Statement on FPF.4 In addi-
tion, patients and their representative organisations
such as EU-IPFF are key to the development of patient
tools such as Patient Reported Outcome Measures
(PROMs) and Patient Reported Experience Measures
(PREMs). They also work closely with researchers on
data collection via surveys and focus groups to further
knowledge and to release patient originated findings.
Significant potential exists for their contribution to the
design, oversight and implementation of academic,
preclinical and/or clinical studies, and policy docu-
ments which ultimately contribute towards the goal of
precision treatments for FPF.
Our working group of experts included a patient
(DC) with FPF who described patient opinions on pre-
cision treatments for FPF. He emphasised the impor-
tance of close collaboration of basic, translational, and
clinical researchers with patients. He also stressed the
benefit of providing patients with clear communication
about their work, including clear lay descriptions of
their research aims from the outset, formal regular
updates on their research to patients and the public, and
finally, explanations of the final results of research
projects directly to patients He felt that this continuous
process of communication with patients can foster trust
and can lead to further important support for the in-
ternational collaborative research effort that is needed to
find new treatments for FPF.
The role of registries and biobanks in
developing new insights in pathogenesis and
drug discovery
Linking clinical cohorts
FPF comprises a collection of individually rare condi-
tions with a similar phenotype, which cannot easily be
filtered from the broad spectrum of diffuse parenchymal
www.thelancet.com Vol 104 June, 2024
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lung diseases. Therefore, robustly collecting clinical in-
formation and associated biomaterials from patients is
crucial for investigating clinical course, pathophysiology
and treatment options of such conditions.

Beyond informing on the natural history of specific
FPF diagnoses, and the building of cohorts of FPF,
these collections may contribute to disease classifica-
tion,23 and serve as important and efficient tools to
assess diagnostic and therapeutic needs of FPF with
many recent newly discovered examples in children
and adults.24–28 These registries could be used to
assess the feasibility of clinical trials of repurposed or
newly discovered drugs in ultra-rare conditions.29 In
addition, the availability of collected biomaterials
including DNA, RNA, plasma, tissue and immortal-
ised or patient-derived iPSCs from a significant
number of patients with monogenic FPF could facil-
itate studies of the molecular and cellular origins of
disease.

There are several successful examples of national
and international registries for ILD, including the
recently launched euILDreg. This project aims to link
both adult and paediatric registries, which are relatively
scarce.30 In addition, it aims to include the Australasian
Registry Network for Orphan Lung Disease (ARNOLD),
the French register “RespiRare”, the United States
chILD network, and the European chILD-EU register
and biobank.31

Countries outside of Europe and in particular in
developing countries could be better linked with re-
searchers in Europe through a number of scientific
networks. For example the chILD COST Action and the
European Research Collaboration for chILD are broad
networks of scientists, physicians and patient stake-
holders which have membership across Europe but also
in Turkey, Brazil, Canada and the USA. In addition, the
European Management Platform for ILD is an open
access online platform where physicians globally can
contribute to a registry of patients with chILD and seek
diagnostic support. Further linking of these European
based networks with physician and scientific networks
in Asia, Africa, and South and Central America could
allow the sharing of genetic and phenotypic information
about rare and common variants encountered in adults
and children with FPF.

Legal and ethical challenges
The primary legal challenge to linking biobank’s or
registries globally, is the lack of an overarching law
governing biomedical research when using human
samples and data, making it difficult to identify and
comply with the applicable legal and ethical provisions
within each national framework.32 For example, this is
particularly true when attempting to share data from
European citizens in the United States due to the
application of General Data Protection Regulation 2016
(GDPR). Several attempts between the EU and USA
www.thelancet.com Vol 104 June, 2024
have failed to reach agreement on sharing personal data
between the two jurisdictions, limiting the data which
can be shared. Even within the EU, GDPR specification
clauses permits Member States scope when applying
certain aspects of the GDPR, resulting in different
participant information leaflets (PIL) and consent forms
in different jurisdictions based on language, national
law and local Research Ethic Committee requirements
which can all delay the initiation of research.

Strategies to improve global sharing of data and
samples within the parameters of current regulation
could involve: a) identifying legal and ethical common-
alities to allow for the development of standardised PIL
and consent templates with sections allowing for
differing national legal requirements; b) the develop-
ment of a tool kit for researchers to understand differing
legal and ethical requirements in participating coun-
tries; and c) a clear data flow and management plan. At
the EU Governmental level the proposed European
Health Data Space Regulation (EHDS) should in the
future help to harmonise the law in relation to the use of
health data.

Despite these challenges, linking registries and bio-
banks across Europe and the globe are central for future
treatments and cure of FPF.
Animal and cell based preclinical models of ILD
Existing preclinical models of FPF
Currently, exposure of mice to bleomycin is the main
preclinical model used to explore the pathogenesis of
and test new drugs for pulmonary fibrosis including
IPF.33 However, this model is limited as the fibrosis
induced does not progress, can resolve after exposure
and thus fails to recapitulate the human disease.
Consequently, the model typically does not predict
clinical efficacy of candidate therapeutics in humans.33 A
growing literature now implicates epithelial dysfunction
as an initiating event in ILD, with a number of variants
in gene loci expressed in lung epithelia associated with
sporadic ILD and FPF.34,35 Type 2 alveolar epithelial
(AT2) cell dysfunction, in particular, has been repeatedly
implicated in the pathogenesis of chILD, FPF, and
sporadic ILD.36–39 Based on this new understanding
more specific models of FPF are emerging,40–42 for
example a recently developed transgenic mouse model
of monogenic lung fibrosis, based on the most common
surfactant protein C mutation (SFTPCI73T).43 Unlike the
bleomycin model, this mouse model develops sponta-
neous acute alveolitis with overexpression of pulmonary
fibrosis biomarkers as well as fibrotic remodelling closer
to ILD pathogenesis in humans.

Mouse models have also been used to model
pulmonary fibrosis due to telomere shortening in an
attempt to explore the consequences of alveolar stem
cell failure. However, modelling short telomere
related pulmonary fibrosis in laboratory mice is
5
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challenging as they have extremely long telomeres,44

and therefore in the absence of the enzyme telome-
rase, telomere dysfunction can be produced only after
several generations of breeding, preventing cell type-
specific studies.45 Despite these limitations, Alder
et al. tested the regenerative capacity of AT2 and
stromal cells from mice with short telomeres and
found decreased alveolar organoid colony formation
and growth.46 They also found that AT2 cells of mice
with conditional deletion of shelterin related genes
survived but remained dormant, expressed the gene
and protein signature of cellular senescence, and
triggered an immune response consistent with
inflammation in the lung. These mice uniformly died
after challenge with bleomycin. In a further study,
mice treated with the telomerase gene, Tert using
adeno-associated vectors have shown amelioration of
fibrosis through telomere elongation and increased
proliferation of AT2 cells leading to reduced DNA
damage, apoptosis and senescence burden.47 Howev-
er, these experimental approaches may have limited
clinical potential as they are not human-specific and
the preclinical model is not suitable for high-
throughput screening.

Emerging preclinical models of FPF
Since there are significant differences between murine
and human ILD, there is a pressing need for reliable
human preclinical disease models that would not only
provide further insight into the pathophysiology of hu-
man AT2 cell dysfunction at ILD inception but would
also serve as drug testing platforms. Over the past
decade, methods have been developed for the derivation
of lung lineages from pluripotent stem cells (PSCs), or
their engineered equivalents, iPSCs,48–53 providing new
alternative cell systems that can be harnessed to develop
in vitro disease models, drug screens, or regenerative
therapies for difficult-to-treat lung diseases, such as ILD.
Importantly, iPSCs are genetically identical to the indi-
vidual from whom they are derived, raising the prospect
of utilising iPSCs as patient-specific in vitro disease
models for predicting the effectiveness of precision
therapeutics.

Several recent studies have demonstrated proof-of-
concept that lung epithelia derived from human PSCs
carrying certain mutations could model different as-
pects of the AT2 cell dysfunction present in ILD.54–58 For
example, iPSC-derived AT2 (iAT2) cells have been
applied to model dysfunction of lysosome-related or-
ganelles, such as the lamellar bodies of AT2 cells, in the
setting of mutations in Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome
genes,54,55 and AT2 cell senescence, a feature of ILD,
driven by TRG mutations.58 These patient-derived
models may in the future be utilised to assess the
pathogenicity of rare variants.

Patient-specific iPSCs carrying an AT2 cell-exclusive
pathogenic variant (SFTPCI73T) have also been applied
to study the intrinsic epithelial dysfunction at the incep-
tion of ILD.57 In this study, SFTPC mutant iAT2 cells
demonstrated pro-SFTPC protein mistrafficking and
misprocessing with resultant diminished alveolar pro-
genitor capacity, proteostasis perturbations, mitochon-
drial dysfunction, metabolic reprogramming from
oxidative phosphorylation to glycolysis, and inflammatory
activation. In a proof-of-principle experiment, the appli-
cation of this model system as a preclinical human dis-
ease drug testing platform was assessed by testing the
effect of hydroxychloroquine, a medication commonly
used in paediatric patients with chILD, on SFTPCI73T-
expressing cells. Furthermore, the in vivo validation of
key in vitro observations in this study, in donor lung
explant sections and the SftpcI73T genetic mouse model,43

further supports the concept that PSC-derived lung
epithelia can be used as effective preclinical human
models for disease modelling and drug testing.

Future work would require increasing the complexity
of the available PSC-model systems by including addi-
tional lineages (e.g. mesenchyme, immune lineages) to
allow for better examination of the cellular interactions
responsible for disease initiation and progression.
Careful characterisation of the newly developed models
and benchmarking against human samples and mouse
models would be equally important.
Clinical trials in FPF
Clinical studies in TRG mutation associated ILD
Synthetic androgen therapy is already an experimental
therapy in TRG-associated disease with historic animal
and human trials and ongoing clinical trials.1,59,60

Initially, androgen therapy with danazol was shown to
be an effective treatment for bone marrow failure
associated with TRG mutations with a 69–83% haema-
tological response and increased telomere length.1,61

However, in these studies almost 1/3 of patients
stopped treatment within 2 years mainly due to hepatic
toxicity. Data about the effect of danazol in ILD patients
were limited, but suggested a reduced decline of lung
function.59 More recently, a retrospective study by
Hoffman et al., suggests that danazol is unlikely to be
effective in patients with advanced IPF.62 However, pa-
tients recruited to this study had very severe pulmonary
fibrosis with a weak association to genetic factors. These
studies suggest that patients may need to be treated with
androgens for several years, at earlier time points and
with less toxic androgens such as nandrolone to reduce
fibrosis progression.59 Indeed, two prospective clinical
trials with danazol dedicated to patients with ILD,
TELO-SCOPE (NCT04638517) and ANDROTELO
(NCT03710356) are ongoing (Table 1) and should reveal
important data about safety and efficacy of androgen
therapy for patients with ILD.

Potential new targeted treatment for patients with
TRG mutations raise specific challenges which will
www.thelancet.com Vol 104 June, 2024
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Name/NCT
Number

Aim Method Population Intervention Primary outcome Enrolment Start/End

ANDROTELO
NCT03710356

Assess the safety and
efficacy of danazol in
patients with severe
haematological or
pulmonary disease related
to telomeropathies.

Multi-centre Bayesian
trial.

Subjects aged ≥15 years
with mutation of a gene
involved in telomere
maintenance and severe
haematological involvement
and/or ILD.

Danazol for 12
months.

Haematological
response or
pulmonary response
at 12 months.

40 2018-10-20
2022-10-20

TELO-SCOPE
NCT04638517

Assess the safety and
efficacy of danazol in
adults and children with
ILD associated with
telomere shortening.

Multi-centre, double-
blind, placebo-
controlled,
randomised trial.

Subjects aged >5 years with
ILD associated with age-
adjusted telomere length
≤10th centile.

Danazol or Placebo for
12 months.

Change in absolute
telomere length in
base pairs at 12
months.

50 2021-09-07
2025–06

EXG34217 Study
NCT04211714

Assess the safety and
tolerability of EXG34217
in bone marrow failure
patients with telomere
biology disorders

Open label, single
centre study

Age >18 years, with mild or
moderate bone marrow
failure and a diagnosis of
telomere biology disorders.

Single infusion of
autologous CD34+

cells contacted ex vivo
with EXG-001.

Number of
participants with
treatment-related
adverse events from
baseline to 12
months.

12 2021-04-08
2027-04-08

Abbreviations: NCT, National Clinical Trail; ILD, interstitial lung disease.

Table 1: Ongoing clinical trials in familial pulmonary fibrosis.
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need to be addressed before safe and effective treat-
ments are available for patients. Firstly, we anticipate
that telomere directed drug treatments will have a
narrow therapeutic range as increased telomerase ac-
tivity is associated with tumour growth and cancer.63 In
particular, treating relatives (asymptomatic carriers of
the mutation) for years with such drugs raises signifi-
cant safety concerns. Secondly, multiple diverse TRG
mutations have been associated with FPF, therefore
given the diversity of mutations, treatment strategies
for patients with TRG mutations will require in-
terventions that either address the whole telomere
pathway or the development of multiple medications
that are stratified by mutation.

The most obvious type of potential targeted treat-
ment for TRG mutations is gene therapy. However,
there are very limited gene therapy strategies currently
available despite repeated efforts in this area in animal
models.64–66 In mice, nebulized and intravenous delivery
of TERT therapy via high-capacity cytomegalovirus virus
(CMV) vector have been developed and show promise in
prolonging telomere length and longevity,67 but there
are many technical and safety challenges in translating
this type of technology to humans. Despite these chal-
lenges a clinical trial is currently recruiting patients with
TRG mutations with bone marrow failure. In this trial,
ex vivo telomere elongation is accomplished in autolo-
gous CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells using gene ther-
apy before cells are later returned to patients.
Preliminary results have shown potential emergence of
a cell population with longer telomeres in vivo without
acute or late-stage complications (NCT04211714).

Finally, the recent history of drug development in
cystic fibrosis (CF) encourages us to seek a treat-
ment specifically targeting the pathway impaired by
the germline loss of function. A promising candidate
www.thelancet.com Vol 104 June, 2024
for TRG defects is a poly(A) polymerase 5 (PAPD5)
inhibitor, which has shown promise in in vitro and
in silico models restoring telomerase activity in pa-
tient stem cells.68 This new approach will need
further investigation in future phase 1 and 2 clinical
studies. Additionally, other emerging therapeutic
possibilities include RNA therapy, given the recent
advancements in mRNA technology in COVID-19
vaccines.69 In vivo studies are needed to define the
cellular target, and the type of RNA to deliver,
however, RNA therapy has the potential to answer
many of the specific problems raised by TRG mu-
tations outlined above.

Clinical studies and emerging agents in SRG
mutation ILD
To date, only non-specific treatments are available
for SRG mutation ILD, such as corticosteroids,
azithromycin, hydroxychloroquine.70,71 However,
these drugs lack proven efficacy and the prognosis
of chILD remains poor, often leading to terminal
respiratory insufficiency and requiring lung trans-
plantation. Specific treatments are urgently needed.
In addition, due to the rarity of affected children,
few clinical trials have been completed in chILD.
The first chILD clinical trial performed over a four
year period, to assess the efficacy of hydroxy-
chloroquine with a start or stop protocol in 35 pa-
tients failed to show any difference between groups,
being limited by low numbers of recruited patients,
the heterogeneous forms of chILD included and the
short duration of the treatment (four weeks).29 In
2022, the first international double-blind, placebo-
controlled study in chILD aimed to assess the dose-
exposure and safety of the anti-fibrotic, nintedanib
over 24 weeks of treatment in 29 children aged
7
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Fig. 2: Overview of framework to develop precision treatments for familial pulmonary fibrosis: The figure outlines the proposed
engagement of people, resources and processes required to identify and test new therapeutics for familial pulmonary fibrosis (FPF). Future
clinical trials could employ an adaptive platform design such as the proposed Randomised Embedded Multifactorial Adaptive Platform in
Interstitial Lung Diseases (REMAP-ILD) to test multiple novel or repurposed pharmaceutical therapies in tandem. The European Respiratory
Society promotes global chILD networking by funding and supporting the Clinical Research Collaboration for chILD-EU for over 10 years.
Potential future funding sources for FPF registries and biobanking include the NIH’s Rare Diseases Research Programs, the Horizon programme
funding from the European Commission and the European Joint Programme in Rare Diseases. Collaborative efforts with pharmaceutical in-
dustries who may explore the repurposing of already approved medications for IPF, PFF and other lung diseases in addition to drug devel-
opment companies who specialise in orphan drug development are crucial sources for support.
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6–17 with fibrosing ILD and clinically significant
disease.72 Using a weight-based dosing regimen in
patients with chILD, comparable exposure to adults
and an acceptable safety profile were found. How-
ever, patients did have significant adverse events
including diarrhoea.

Delivering novel gene therapies to patients
Lethal surfactant deficiencies presenting as severe respi-
ratory distress in newborns can be due to recessive mu-
tations in the SFTPB and ABCA3 genes. Gene addition
therapy to restore surfactant production offers a potential
cure.73 Since the first demonstration of increased survival
of SP-B deficient mice after delivery of mRNA to the
lungs,74 several improved gene therapy vectors have been
evaluated. Most recently, the use of recombinant AAV to
express SP-B in the target AT2 cells extended survival of
these mice, as well as restoring lamellar body
morphology.75 Integrating lentiviral vectors may further
enhance this approach since the vector genome will be
retained in the daughter cells from subsequent cell di-
visions leading to longer-term transgene expression. A
lentivirus encoding the SFTPB cDNA has been shown to
correct the SP-B deficiency phenotype in a cell culture
model that recapitulates key characteristics of human
AT2 cells in primary culture.76,77 An additional advantage
of lentiviral vectors is their greater capacity to package
large transgene sequences compared with AAV vectors,
such as the sequences (promoter and transgene) required
for expression of the large, full length ABCA3 cDNA for
treatment of ABCA3-deficiency. Although full surfactant
production restoration in the lungs is the best possible
gene therapy outcome, even stabilisation of the condition
may offer a window in which other treatment options can
be explored. The successful experiences in making gene
therapy available for spinal muscular atrophy,78 provide
hope that such an approach is also possible in FPF.

New clinical trial designs for studies in FPF
The key to successful research programs in rare dis-
eases is through multicentre collaboration. This
collaboration is crucial for both in vitro experimental
studies and clinical trials, especially when the drugs
being considered for testing are only likely to have
modest effects, and the number of patients required is
likely to be large. One approach to enriching pop-
ulations is to stratify patients by mechanism, for
example telomeropathies. However, as TRG variants
www.thelancet.com Vol 104 June, 2024
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are identifiable in less than 10% of all ILD cases this
will reduce the number of patients available, which
may mitigate the increased power associated with a
more homogenous population. It is therefore crucial
that future clinical trials are maximised for efficiency
and can be undertaken by international consortia. This
is the purpose of the Randomised Embedded Multi-
factorial Adaptive Platform in Interstitial Lung Dis-
eases (REMAP-ILD), which will use Bayesian statistical
models to incorporate all data into adaptive decision
making during the running of the trial, facilitating
early stopping due to futility and concentrating the
randomisation of patients to interventions that are
likely to be beneficial. This type of trial has shown
promise in other diseases such as community-acquired
pneumonia (REMAP-CAP).79

The proposed studies which include patient strat-
ification by genotype or biomarkers (Fig. 2), empha-
sise the need to assess the genetics and telomere
length in all patients with suspected FPF in clinical
practice,4 as it is clear that identifying patients with
causative mutations at the earliest opportunity is
fundamental in delivering clinical trials in FPF. It is
also important to point out that there are concerns
Panel 3: Summary statements developed by participants: design
fibrosis.

The central role of patients and families in FPF research

• Patients, their families and their representative organisations alre
potential exists for their contribution to the design, oversight a
Key areas for PPI include guidelines, funding consortiums, lay sum
the overall success and integrity of a given paper or project.

• Patients are key to the development of patient tools such as Pat
(PREMs) and are actively consulted on various aspects of both p
via surveys and focus groups to further knowledge and to relea

Development and validation of new preclinical testing platform

• Robust preclinical models of FPF are lacking as there is limited a
creating a major hurdle to developing new therapies. New prec
identify key mechanistic pathways and future therapeutic targets
will need to occur before these platforms can be used to disco

The essential role of international clinical cohorts

• Access to timely genetic screening of all children and adults wi
• Efficient collection of clinical information and associated b
pathophysiology and treatment options for FPF. These register
approvals, long term financial, institutional and structural resour
sites.

• International, multicentre, observational cohort studies that coll
way will facilitate deep phenotyping of patients and allow iden

Adaptive platform clinical trials to advance precision medicine

• Future clinical trials need to be maximised for efficiency and
Embedded Multifactorial Adaptive Platform in Interstitial Lung
data into adaptive decision making during the running of the tri
patients to interventions that are likely to be beneficial.

www.thelancet.com Vol 104 June, 2024
about the harmful effects of immunosuppressants on
people with shorter telomeres,80 therefore it is crucial
that future clinical trials can stratify by TRG mutation
and telomere length, and alternative strategies devel-
oped for these patients. One such class of therapeu-
tics includes drugs which attempt to eliminate
senescent cells (senolytics) and those that modulate
the proinflammatory senescent secretome (seno-
statics). These drugs have shown promise in treating
patients with pulmonary fibrosis including IPF.81,82

This new family of drugs may be expected to have
enhanced effects in people with shorter telomeres or
TRG mutations. However, given the relatively low
proportion of patients with FPF who have identifiable
TRG mutations or short telomeres, it will be crucial to
establish international cohorts so that adequate
numbers of patients can be recruited to clinical trials
of these potential treatments.
Conclusions and future directions
Recent genetic discoveries have led to significant ad-
vances in the understanding of ILD pathophysiology.
However, these discoveries in large have not yet
ing a research framework to develop precision treatments for familial pulmonary

ady have established roles within the research and regulatory environment. Significant
nd implementation of academic, clinical, research and policy documents and projects.
maries and co-creation of patient facing materials, websites and packaging, all vital for

ient Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs) and Patient Reported Experience Measures
reclinical and clinical studies. They also work closely with researchers on data collection
se patient originated findings.
s

ccess to tissue that faithfully recapitulates normal and abnormal human lung biology
linical models of FPF will aid our understanding of specific biological processes and
. Validation of these novel in vitro and in vivo models with clinical outcomes in patients
ver new therapies.

th FPF is the first step in setting up meaningful cohorts in FPF.
iomaterials from these subjects are crucial for investigating the clinical course,
s and biobanks require appropriate data safety standards, ethics and regulatory
ces, standard operating procedures and an effective communication framework with all

ect clinical, physiological, radiological, and biological data and samples in a harmonised
tification of mechanistic pathways.

undertaken by international consortia. Adaptive platform trials such as Randomised
Diseases (REMAP-ILD), which will use Bayesian statistical models to incorporate all
al, will facilitate early stopping due to futility and will concentrate the randomisation of
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Search strategy and selection criteria

We searched PubMed and MEDLINE for papers published in English from database
inception to January 31st, 2024, with multiple combinations of the terms “familial
pulmonary fibrosis”, “genetic interstitial lung disease”, “pulmonary fibrosis”, “disease
modelling”, “pathophysiology”, “clinical trials“, “diagnosis”, and “treatment”.
Abstracts were reviewed to assess potential relevance for this paper and full papers
were obtained for those selected based on novelty and clinical relevance. Conference
abstracts were not considered. This search strategy was supplemented by the
authors’ own literature searches for their meeting presentations and for workshop
summaries at the COST funded Open-ILD Training School in Dublin in 2022. When
publications with overlapping content were identified, the references deemed most
immediately relevant were included in the final citation list.
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impacted on patient care. In addition, the detection of
these mutations in patients leads to the need for ge-
netic counselling and raises the question of pre-
symptomatic assessment in asymptomatic relatives,
an endeavour that lacks an evidence base given the
lack of effective treatments for symptomatic and
indeed preventative or pre-symptomatic disease. Next
generation sequencing now allows us to identify
distinct genetic subgroups of patients so we can
match them with new and repurposed candidate
therapies. However, phenotype heterogeneity even
within the same genotype, may influence the out-
comes of therapies. Therefore, there is now an urgent
need for all stakeholders to develop a framework to
coordinate joint efforts to advance our understanding
of FPF disease mechanisms and identify and test new
precision therapies.

A major challenge to developing new therapies is the
rarity of these individual genetic conditions which may
reduce the attractiveness of drug development by the
pharmaceutical industry. But as the example of new CFTR
corrector therapies in CF has shown us, developing new
drugs for genotypes with common mechanisms has
meant an explosion in the development of new successful
treatments for CF, which has been transformational for
patients. Indeed, CFTR corrector medications themselves
may be repurposed treatments for FPF due to ABCA3
mutations.83 We believe that with broad stakeholder
commitment, along with the global initiative that we have
proposed in this Position Paper, the field can respond to
the multiple challenges facing it and develop new preci-
sion treatments for patients with FPF (Panel 3).

Outstanding questions
In order to develop a successful framework to identify
and test new precision treatments for FPF, we must
answer a number of key unresolved questions,
including; What are the key cells which drive FPF and
molecular pathways disrupted by individual genetic
mutations? Can patients with FPF be enrolled in trials
that study sporadic ILD? Can gene stratified treatments
for diverse genetic mutations in FPF be designed? Can
biomarkers for early FPF be developed to facilitate
screening and treatment of pre-symptomatic disease in
high risk family members? Are there identifiable sub-
phenotypes of FPF in patients with the same genetic
mutation? What are robust surrogate outcome measures
for FPF clinical trials? What are the highest priority
therapeutic candidates for testing in precision medicine
trials?
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